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Welcome To 
Candybar Finance
Welcome to Candybar Finance - a cross chain app
and ecosystem for traders that provides info about
Decentralised Markets. Assimilating blockchain data
into one comprehensive UI Candybar Finance allows
you to have a clear vision about your trading and
investments.



Introduction
Much has been said about the battle between
centralized exchanges (CEX) and decentralized
protocols for the heart of crypto traders and
investors since the rise of DeFi in 2020.
Proponents of decentralized exchanges (DEX)
maintain that if you don’t own your keys, you
don’t own your crypto, and that it’s safer and
more private to keep self-custody of your digital
assets.
However, it is also true that dealing with DeFi
protocols directly from your private wallet
currently still comes with a lot of headaches,
such as high transaction fees, security concerns
(where do I keep my private key or recovery
seed, etc.) and of course, actionable, real-time
market data. 

CEXs excel at offering its users accurate
historical and real-time data and order books
within its platforms, allowing traders to make
quick decisions in order to capitalize on market
conditions. 
This is more difficult though for the DEX
landscape, where there is a much bigger
reliance on actual verifiable on-chain data with
thousands of different metrics and protocols to
consider.
Luckily, progress is being made, with a new
generation of smart DeFi tools now at the
disposal of savvy investors and traders looking
to lift the veil of decentralized finance to see
what’s really going on. Candybar Finance is
going to be one of that revolutionary project.



What is Candybar?
Candybar Finance is an app and ecosystem for
traders that provides info about all the
decentralized markets. Assimilating blockchain
data into one comprehensive UI, Candybar
Finance allows you to have a clear vision about
your trading, investments, and the current state
of the cryptomarket.

Candy is the native utility token that is used for:
1. Accessing the top tier features of the app
through holding or monthly subscription.
2. Accessing the premium trading group and
community initiatives like Candy Trading
Ventures.

Candybar include:

1. Pool Explorer lets you follow the liquidity
movements and formation of new pools on
decentralized exchanges.
2. Pair Explorer allows you to check the charts
and transactions of a token in addition to the
trust and metrics of a project.
3. Wallet info gives you the power to track and
follow your favorite trader’s wallets.
4. Big Swap Explorer lets you track whales and
big transactions.
5. Multiswap opens up multiple DEX portals to
speed up your trading response time.



Candybar Swap

Candybar Swap allows users to trade BEP20
tokens, provide liquidity to the exchange and

earn fees, stake LP tokens to earn CANDY, stake
CANDY to earn more CANDY and stake CANDY to

earn tokens of other projects.
 

Candybar Swap uses an automated market
maker model, meaning that there are no order
books and liquidity pools are used instead. A user
can earn income by becoming a liquidity
provide; by adding their tokens to the liquidity
pool they can farm LP tokens and stake their
Candy to earn rewards.



Candybar Lending
Protocol

Candybar basic lending Protocol comes
with features like Improved loan

origination speed, Greater consistency in
lending decisions, Compliance with
Federal, State and Local regulations,

Analytics for process improvement and
portfolio profitability, Permissionless,

Transparency, Immutability,
Programmability, Interoperability, Self-

custody etc.
 



Candybar Wallet
Candybar Wallet keep your private keys – the
passwords that give you access to your
cryptocurrencies – safe and accessible,
allowing you to send and receive
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. It
will come in mobile apps which makes using
crypto as easy as shopping with a credit card
online.
The mobile apps can be download from
playstore, appstore and our official website



Candybar
Launchpad
Candybar Launchpad aims to
become the next evolution of
blockchain launchpads
solving the fundamental flaws
of existing launchpads. This
platform benefits all holders of
the token and allows for fair
launches giving traders of all
sizes the opportunity to invest
in the best upcoming projects.

The Hallmark of the Candybar Launchpad is a
two-round system that makes every tier level
guaranteed an allocation. There is no luck, and
no lotteries, and no bots; only fair distributed
rewards for all participants.



Tokenomics

Total Supply : 10,000,000

Buy/Sell Tax : 5%
Marketing : 3%
Development : 2%
Lp Locked for 1 Year



Team Creation
Developers Recruitment 
Design of the Idea

Q1 202201 Q2 202202 Q3 202203
Website Development
Whitepaper Creation
Dapp Development Starts

CandySwap Launch
Audit, KYC, Safu Creation
Fairlaunch on Pinksale
CMC and CG Listing
AMA with top tier Community 
Pancakeswap listing
CEX Listing 

Q4 202204 Q1 202305 Q2 202306

Roadmap

YouTube Influencers
Marketing
PR Articles on 1000+
sites
Candy Pools Launch
Cross Chain(ETH,
AVAX, Matic,
Arbitrum etc.) Bridge
Launch

Cross Chain Swap
Launch on 20+ major
chains.
Certik Audit
Top Tier Cex Listing
Major Marketing Push
CandyPad(Launchpad)
Launch

 Candy Network Launch
CandyScan Creation
Candy Network Bridge
Token Migration to
Candy Network
Candy NFT Collection 
Lending and
Governance Dapp
launch



THANK YOU
candybar.finance


